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ONE-WAY SIMPLE MULTIHEAD FINITE AUTOMA’I’A ARE 
NOT CLOSED UNDER CONCATENATION” 
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Abstract. Let Y(NSPk-)rFA) be the class of languages accepted by the one-wCl! m~determinktic 
simple k-head finite automata. It is shown that the class Y(NSPk-HFAI is not closed under 
concateniition for any k 2 2 and that the class IJ, Y (NSPk-HFA) is closed under concatenation. 
In [ 1.41 many investigations about one-way simple (resp. sensing simple) multi- 
head finite automata (SMFA’s, resp. SNSMFA’s) have been made. The SMFA is 
the one-way multihead finite automaton whose only one head (called ‘reading’ head) 
is capable of distinguishing the symbois in the input alphabet, and whose other 
heads (called ‘counting’ heads) can only detect whether they are on the Ieft 
endmarker ‘4’. the right endmarker ‘$’ or on a symbol in the input alphabet. (The 
reader is referred to [2] for a formal definition of SMFA.) An SNSWA is the 
SMFA whose heads are allowed to sense the presence of other heads on the same 
input position. (The concept of ‘sensing‘ was introduced by Ibarra [2].) 
1. Introduction 
By .if’(NSPk-MFA) we denote the class of languages accepted by thta one-way 
nondcte,rministic simple k-head finite automata. The following open problems are 
given in [ I]. 
Problem 1. Are the one-way nondeterministic (resp. deterministic) sensing 
two-head finite automata more powerful than one-way nondeterministic (resp. 
deterministic) two-head finite automata? 
Problem 2. For each k 2.2, is Y(NSPk-HFA) closed under concatenation’? 
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Problem 3. Is (Jr, Y(NSPk-HFA) closed under concatenation? 
We will show that the class Z(NSPk-HFA) is not closed under concatenation for 
arty k 2 2 and that the class Uli Y(NSPk-HFA) is closed under concatenation. 
Unfortunately we werr= not able to solve Problem 1 listed above. 
2. A solution of the second and the third problem 
To prove the following theorem, which solves problem 2, we will use a generalized 
technique of Ibarra, Sahni and Kim in [ 31 and the language { u”h” 1 n 2 l}& suggested 
by lnoue et al. [ 11. 
Theorem 1. The class YYNSPk-HFA) !‘s .wt closed wder corwtvrratior~ for any k 2 2. 
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is the q-cycle for some state 4. If sI is segment d,,, . . . , di and s1 is segment d,, . . . , d,, 
then by sI, s2 we denote the segment d,,. . . . , di, d,, . . . , d,. 
For 11 large enough, we consider the word w = y, y, . . l y, in L, k+ , ,h, where 
~,=y=~I~~*=~~k+Ifori=1,2 ,..., k,andxi=x=a”6”fori=1,2 ,..., k+l.Let 
the sequence of the configurations co, cl,. . . , c, be an accepting computation of A 
on the word w with the sequence of increments & d, , . . , d,_ I. Since A has only 
k - 1 counting heads. there is an index j,,, 1 d jl+ k, quch that no counting head 
reaches the right endmarker $ while the reading hr,c ‘-dads the subword y,,, during 
computation 4-;.. cl, . . . , c,. Now we fix an arbitrary number i,,, 16 it,6 k + 1. Let 
(jr Cy+ Ir * . l . cs, Wf< g =S t, be the subsequence of configurations of sequence 
C I)* Cl .-a-, c, such that exactly at cf (resp. cR) t e reading head enters (resp. leaves) 
the i,,th subword 0” of word );(,. Since, during computation cl, ct+ Ir . . . , c,, the 
reading head reads the symbol ‘a’ only and no counting heau reaches the right 
endmarker S, WC have the following. 
Since every segment with length at least r~z + i contains a cycle (because A has 
we have the following. 
irlcremetlts d,. . . . . ~1~ rdiicri c-an hr written in 
(1) 
_ifm~l p, = p; . pf . . . . . pft, where each p: is a y’-cycie with length at nrost ~1 nrui ~JWC 
is 00 acwptiti,g coniputation of A oii w with the sequence of iricrenients d,,, . . . , d, , . 
~1. ~1. ~2. p>. . . . . s,. p,. s, + I. d, + I. s . . . d, I. 
Proof. Sinctl the reading head :rosI;cs the i,,th subword a” of word y,,, during the 
part of the computation corresponding to segment (I ). thcrc are n increments (in 
segment ( 1 H at which the yeading head is movetf to the right. Clearly, at le:“ast 
II-- I 111 + I hz incrc‘mt‘nts from these t1 increments are contained in the cycles pi, 
because r 5 111 and the length of each s, is at most it (see Fact 2). This implies that 
the number of cycles p: with parameters whose first component is greater than zero 
k :lt least ( u - ( m + 1 )III),’ PH. Since the llumber of all different paramekxs, for the 
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cycles with length at most M, is at most (m + l)k, there is a parameter v such that 
the number of cycles pi with parameter v is at least (n - (m + l)m)/(nt(m + l)k). 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Since the number i,,, 1 d if+ k + 1, was selected 
arbitrarily, by Fact 3, we have that there is an accepting computation of A on w 
with the sequence of increments 
where. for i=1,2 ,..., k+l, 2, is the segment corresponding to the part of this 
accepting computation at which the reading head reads the ith subword 0” of word 
y,,,, and z; is of the form (l), and each ldj is a segment. Further, by Fact 3, there are 
parameters L” = ( u’, , . . . , vi ) for i = 1,2, . . . , k + 1, with v’, > 0 and 0 s ci s nt for 
i=1.2,..., k+landj=1,2,..., k, such that the number of cycles with parameter 
z~‘isat1east(n-~m+1)m)/(~n(nl+1)”)insegmentz,fori=1.2,...,k+1.C1ear1y 
there are rational numbers ri, . . . , rk+ 1 such that 
hai 
2: r,u’ = 0, 
i 1 
where 
O=((),. . . ,O) and r, # 0 for some L 
because the vectors 1” f 0 are linearly dependent. 
can assume that the r,‘s in (3) are integers. 
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Theorem 2. The class Uk Z(NSPk-HFA) is closed under concatenation. 
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Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of [ 1, Theorem 6.2(2)]. Let Ml (resp. 
&) be an NSPk,-HFA (resp. an NSPk2-HFA). We consider the NSPk, + k2- 1 
-HFA M which acts as follows. While the reading head of M reads the first part 
of the input work X, M simulates (by using the reading head and k, - 1 counting 
heads) the action ~:f M, on the first part, and simultaneously A4 moves k2-- 1 
counting heads by the same way as it moves the reading head. Let If,, IA,. . . , I-&, 
be the heads of M simulating the action of MI. For each i = 1,2, . . . , k,, M 
nondeterministically guesses the arrival of head Hi at the right end of the first part 
of X, and, after that, head Hi stops. If M finds out that MI accepts the first part in 
simulating the action of MI in this way, M next proceeds to read the latter part of 
s by simulating (by using the reading head and k2 - 1 counting heads) the action 
of A&, and simultaneously M moves kl - 1 counting heads, which were used for 
simulation of MI, by the same way as moving the reading head. M accepts x iff the 
latter part is also accepted by ,I&, and if the reading head and all kl - 1 counting 
heads (which were dsed for simulation of M,) reach the right endmarker $ at the 
same time. 
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